finish was the aim, and steel and concrete and veneer were to  Qakridge replace stone and oak and walnut. What might have been a craftsmen new incentive to architecture became its swan song, Those who would see this last phase of local domestic architecture in England must come to the Cotswolds, to Rodmarton, to Cotswold Farm and Elkston,
From father to son the Oakridge men have been skilled stonemasons. Now I am told few young men apprentice themselves to this work, and it looks, since brick buildings are beginning to replace the older stone ones, as though the skilful handling of stone will become a lost art. Watching a stonemason at work one sees with what care and judgment he shapes each single stone with his heavy two-edged stone axe and hammer, while setting them together in courses. With like care the tiler arranges his courses of stone tiles on the roof, each course having its own size of tile, large at the bottom and growing gradually smaller. Old George Hunt, the tiler, had a stick on which the size of each course was marked, and each course had its own name, he told me.
One has to. admit that the thick walls built to support the stout timbers which hold up the heavy tiled roof, and give charm to the broad window sills, to the window seats in the width of the masonry, are no longer necessary. In fact they are an attractive and tempting extravagance. No doubt other materials will be called for, needing other kinds of skill. For in the English tradition of building, that of the country house is the most persistent and fertile. The English love of the garden helps, too, to keep it alive. How often I admire the taste shown in the garden which, within the house, may be indifferent Here is an art which is to-day probably more perfect than at any previous time, one which does not bfeak with the past, while it brings a sense of comely order, and a radiant beauty, to cottage and manor alike.
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